Our computational approach includes solid state quantum-chemical calculations with periodic boundary conditions and atomic basis sets, implemented in CRYSTAL14 package. Electronic criteria based on characteristics of calculated electron density such as ELF distribution and superposition of atomic basin boundaries in the electron density and electrostatic potential are used (TOPOND14).
-Crystal structures of thiamine monophosphate (right) and two model compounds showing the presence of CBs between the sulphur atom of thiazole ring and neutral and/or anionic electron-donors.
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Testing these computational tools on the series of boundary cases, different types of mutual orientations of interacting atoms can increase reliability of these criteria. The central point of the work is the demonstration of possibility of computational approaches to elucidate which of the interacting atoms acts as acceptor and which as a donor and thus to assign the type of interaction: halogen or chalcogen bond.
In the unusual orientation of I-CH 2 fragment so that equatorial part of iodine atom is directed towards σ-hole region of triiodide anion leads to the situation where iodine atom of organic cation acts as the donor and acceptor of the halogen bond simultaneously. ELF distribution in the plane, containing multiple covalent interactions allows indicating the type of bonding and visualizing features of electron shells distortion due to formed noncovalent interactions. Here we discuss features of σ-hole interactions and their impact on crystal packing and properties of the polyiodide structures.
